
SERMON OUTLINE                        Sunday January 20th, 2019
ACTS - Foundations For A Movement Part 2
Pastor David Cooke - Acts 2:1-13 (ESV)

• Does Jesus Still Matter?

• When The Waiting Is Over
    Acts 2:1–2, ESV

• Don’t Lose The Point
    Acts 2:11, ESV

• “You Had To Be There…”
      Acts 2:2–4, ESV

A) It is a ______________ to describe spiritual experiences in   
human terms
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B) What Luke is doing here is _____________________

C) A Principle To ________________

D) It’s Not About ________

• When God Shows Up 
    Acts 2:6-12    

A) He leaves an ________________________

B) God _____________ Before He Clarifies __________________

C) Don’t be surprised by the ______________________

• Are You Waiting With Longing and Expectation?

Answers: challenge, descriptive, Carry, You, impression, Unsettles,  
Clarifies, mockers
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LIFE GROUPS STUDY GUIDE

We meet in Life Groups to: 
• Connect with God and each other
• Connect the Bible to life
• Connect with the community through serving together

OUR VISION
Our Bold, Daring, Audacious Dream and Prayer:  By 2028 Cold 
Springs Church will raise up 10,000 local, national and international 
leaders who live and lead out of the overflow of a Jesus-trusting life 
resulting in restored and strengthened families. 
(Check out our Vision Wall in the lobby)!

ICE BREAKER : What is your favorite instrument in a band,     
symphony, quartet, duet, etc? What does that instrument add to the 
song or musical piece, etc? 

PRAYER  Our desire is that you give 10% of your time to God in 
prayer. Take time to pray with your group. 

THIS WEEK: “Foundations For A Movement (Part 2) Acts 2:1-13 
In Acts, the Bible captures the story of how a crucified Jesus     
challenged a hostile and disinterested culture with a message of 
hope, grace and love that continues to transform lives today. The 
Book of Acts. Jesus still matters. Jesus still transforms. Jesus still 
challenges culture. Jesus still saves. 

1. Looking back at your notes from this week’s teaching, what    
particularly caught your attention, encouraged, challenged or     
confused you? 
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2. What makes the above response important to you? 

3. In this series we point out that “Jesus still matters.” How can you 
say Jesus matters (or not) to you? 

DIGGING DEEPER 

It is a challenge to describe spiritual experiences in human terms. 
In this chapter Luke describes an unique and biblically historic 
event. 

4. How would you explain who the Holy Spirit is to someone who 
has no faith background? 

5. What questions, comments or experiences do you have          
regarding the Spirit? 

6. There are many types of “spirituality” in our current culture. What 
does the Bible show us about biblical spirituality that stands apart 
from this world (John 16:14; Acts 2:11)? 
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